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The Parent Satisfaction and Referral Survey asks one open-ended question,
based on the response to the net referral question:

The Detail Report provides the answer to these follow-up questions, in cross-
tabbed format. In other words, if your 3rd grade scores are weak, you can look
specifically at the responses for 3rd grade parents. Or you might be particularly
interested in the answers of your board, or teachers. We recently worked
with a school where higher income people were significantly less satisfied … 
and we studied their response to these questions with great interest.

The first column provides the crosstab. The second is the token number.
“CONFID” means that this respondent asks his/her response remain 
confidential. The third column tells you the Referral score, and whether the
individual was a Promoter, Passive, or Detractor. The fourth column tells you
the Satisfaction score, and whether the respondent was an Advocate,
Apathetic, or Assassin. The fifth column indicates whether the person was
coached– “N” is the usual and correct answer.  A “Y” is a problem –someone
has suggested to the respondent how they should fill out the survey. (We do
ask who coached them if the answer is “Yes”)

Since the comments repeat themselves, make a point to read them all once,
and then consider the comments of key or problem groups only. In general,
our observation is that the red and yellow comments tell you the most, in that
order.

Happy reading!
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719.278.9600

Understanding the Detail Report

How likely are you to refer a friend or colleague
to XYZ Christian School?

(10 is high)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Follow-up Question for 9, 10
(Promoter)

Follow-up Question for 7, 8
(Passive)

Follow-up Question for (0 - 6)
(Detractor)

What are the most important
reasons for the score you gave?

What are the most important
improvements that would help
you rate us closer to a 10?

What could we have done - or
do now - to make your
experience with our school
better?

Color-code of answer Color-code of answer Color-code of answer

Green Yellow Red



Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther High

School

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Martin Luther High

School

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

Martin Luther High

School

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Martin Luther High

School

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Martin Luther High

School

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Martin Luther High

School

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Martin Luther High

School

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Martin Luther High

School

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Martin Luther High

School

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

Martin Luther High

School

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Run Date: 6/15/2012 Martin Luther High School GraceWorks Ministries (C)2010
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Martin Luther High

School

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
Martin Luther High

School

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Martin Luther High

School

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

Martin Luther High

School

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

Martin Luther High

School

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Martin Luther High

School

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

Martin Luther High

School

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Run Date: 6/15/2012 Martin Luther High School GraceWorks Ministries (C)2010
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
Martin Luther High

School

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther High

School

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Martin Luther High

School

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Martin Luther High

School

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Martin Luther High

School

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Martin Luther High

School

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Run Date: 6/15/2012 Martin Luther High School GraceWorks Ministries (C)2010
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Martin Luther High

School

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Martin Luther High

School

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

Martin Luther High

School

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

Martin Luther High

School

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

Martin Luther High

School

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Martin Luther High

School

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Martin Luther High

School

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Martin Luther High

School

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Martin Luther High

School

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Martin Luther High

School

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Martin Luther High

School

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Martin Luther High

School

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Run Date: 6/15/2012 Martin Luther High School GraceWorks Ministries (C)2010
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Martin Luther High

School

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

Martin Luther High

School

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Martin Luther High

School

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Martin Luther High

School

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

Martin Luther High

School

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Run Date: 6/15/2012 Martin Luther High School GraceWorks Ministries (C)2010
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Martin Luther High

School

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Martin Luther High

School

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Martin Luther High

School

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

Martin Luther High

School

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

Martin Luther High

School

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Martin Luther High

School

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
Martin Luther High

School

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Martin Luther High

School

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Martin Luther High

School

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

Martin Luther High

School

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Martin Luther High

School

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Martin Luther High

School

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Martin Luther High

School

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Martin Luther High

School

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.
Martin Luther High

School

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Martin Luther High

School

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Martin Luther High

School

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Martin Luther High

School

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Martin Luther High

School

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

Martin Luther High

School

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Martin Luther High

School

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Martin Luther High

School

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Martin Luther High

School

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

Martin Luther High

School

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

Martin Luther High

School

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

Martin Luther High

School

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Martin Luther High

School

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Martin Luther High

School

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

Martin Luther High

School

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Martin Luther High

School

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Martin Luther High

School

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

Martin Luther High

School

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

Martin Luther High

School

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Martin Luther High

School

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Martin Luther High

School

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Martin Luther High

School

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Martin Luther High

School

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

Martin Luther High

School

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Martin Luther High

School

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Martin Luther High

School

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

Martin Luther High

School

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

Martin Luther High

School

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Martin Luther High

School

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

Martin Luther High

School

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Martin Luther High

School

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Martin Luther High

School

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Martin Luther High

School

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

Martin Luther High

School

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

Martin Luther High

School

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

Martin Luther High

School

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Martin Luther High

School

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Martin Luther High

School

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

Martin Luther High

School

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Martin Luther High

School

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

Martin Luther High

School

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

Martin Luther High

School

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

Martin Luther High

School

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
Martin Luther High

School

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

Martin Luther High

School

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

Martin Luther High

School

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

Martin Luther High

School

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

Martin Luther High

School

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Martin Luther High

School

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Martin Luther High

School

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

Martin Luther High

School

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
Martin Luther High

School

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Martin Luther High

School

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Martin Luther High

School

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Martin Luther High

School

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

Martin Luther High

School

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

Martin Luther High

School

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

Martin Luther High

School

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

Martin Luther High

School

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Martin Luther High

School

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.
Martin Luther High

School

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Martin Luther High

School

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

Martin Luther High

School

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Martin Luther High

School

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

Martin Luther High

School

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Martin Luther High

School

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Martin Luther High

School

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

Martin Luther High

School

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Martin Luther High

School

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

Martin Luther High

School

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Martin Luther High

School

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

Martin Luther High

School

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

Martin Luther High

School

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

Martin Luther High

School

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.
Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

Martin Luther High

School

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Martin Luther High

School

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities
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School as a whole

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none

Martin Luther High

School

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

Martin Luther High

School

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

Martin Luther High

School

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.

Martin Luther High

School

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

Martin Luther High

School

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

Martin Luther High

School

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

Martin Luther High

School

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM

Martin Luther High

School

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money
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Gender

Female

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
Female

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Female

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

Female

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

Female

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Female

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

Female

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Female

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.
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Gender

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

Female

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Female

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Female

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Female

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Female

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Female

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Female

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Female

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.
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Gender

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Female

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

Female

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

Female

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

Female

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Female

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Female

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Female

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Female

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.
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Gender

Female

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Female

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Female

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Female

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Female

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Female

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

Female

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Female

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

Female

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.
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Gender

Female

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Female

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Female

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Female

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Female

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Female

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

Female

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Female

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Female

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Female

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Female

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.
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Gender

Female

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Female

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Female

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

Female

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Female

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Female

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Female

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Female

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.
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Gender

Female

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Female

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

Female

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Female

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Female

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Female

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

Female

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

Female

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!
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Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Female

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Female

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Female

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

Female

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
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Female

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Female

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Female

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Female

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

Female

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Female

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Female

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

Female

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Female

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Gender

Female

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Female

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Female

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

Female

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Female

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Female

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Female

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

Female

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

Female

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

Female

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
Female

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch
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Gender

Female

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

Female

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Female

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Female

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

Female

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Female

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

Female

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
Female

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Female

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

Female

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments
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Gender

Female

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Female

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

Female

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Female

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

Female

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Female

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Female

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Female

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class
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Gender

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Female

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

Female

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Female

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

Female

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

Female

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Female

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...
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Gender

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

Female

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none

Female

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

Female

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Gender

Female

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

Female

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.

Female

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict
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Gender

Male

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Male

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Male

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

Male

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Male

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Male

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Male

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Male

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Male

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Male

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

Male

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Male

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Male

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Male

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.
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Gender

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Male

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

Male

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Male

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Male

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Male

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Male

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

Male

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Male

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Male

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys
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Gender

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

Male

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Male

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Male

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

Male

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Male

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

Male

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Male

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Male

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

Male

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Male

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Gender

Male

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Male

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Male

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Male

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

Male

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

Male

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

Male

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Male

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Male

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Male

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Male

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Male

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back
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Gender

Male

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

Male

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Male

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

Male

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

Male

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

Male

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Male

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Male

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

Male

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

Male

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

Male

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

Male

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

Male

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Male

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really
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Gender

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

Male

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

Male

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

Male

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

Male

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

Male

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM

Male

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money
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Relationship to School

Volunteer - Other

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Volunteer - Other

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Volunteer - Other

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Volunteer - Other

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Volunteer - Other

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

Volunteer - Other

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

Volunteer - Other

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

Volunteer - Other

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch
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Relationship to School

Volunteer - Other

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Volunteer - Other

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Volunteer - Other

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

Volunteer - Other

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Volunteer - Other

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Volunteer - Other

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Volunteer - Other

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Volunteer - Other

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Volunteer - Other

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Volunteer - Other

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No
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Relationship to School

Volunteer - Other

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

Volunteer - Other

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Volunteer - Other

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

Volunteer - Other

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me
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Relationship to School

Volunteer - Other

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Volunteer - Other

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

Volunteer - Other

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Volunteer - Other

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Relationship to School

Volunteer - Leader

(besides School

Board)

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
Volunteer - Leader

(besides School

Board)

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Volunteer - Leader

(besides School

Board)

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Volunteer - Leader

(besides School

Board)

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.
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Relationship to School

Teacher or Other

Staff

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Teacher or Other

Staff

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Teacher or Other

Staff

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

Teacher or Other

Staff

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

Teacher or Other

Staff

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Teacher or Other

Staff

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment
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Relationship to School

School Board

Member

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

School Board

Member

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

School Board

Member

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

School Board

Member

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

School Board

Member

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

School Board

Member

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.
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Relationship to School

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Past Parent

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Past Parent

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Past Parent

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Past Parent

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Past Parent

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Past Parent

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

Past Parent

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Past Parent

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None
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Relationship to School

Past Parent

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Past Parent

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Past Parent

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Past Parent

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Past Parent

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Past Parent

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Past Parent

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Past Parent

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Past Parent

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

Past Parent

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."
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Relationship to School

Past Parent

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Past Parent

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Past Parent

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Past Parent

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Past Parent

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Past Parent

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Past Parent

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Past Parent

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.
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Relationship to School

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Past Parent

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Past Parent

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Past Parent

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Past Parent

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Past Parent

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Past Parent

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
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Relationship to School

Past Parent

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Past Parent

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Past Parent

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

Past Parent

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Past Parent

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.
Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.
Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena
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Relationship to School

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.
Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

Member of

Sponsoring

Church

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Relationship to School

Grandparent

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Grandparent

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Grandparent

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Grandparent

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Grandparent

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

Grandparent

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Grandparent

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Grandparent

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Grandparent

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Grandparent

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Relationship to School

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Donor

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Donor

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Donor

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Donor

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Donor

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

Donor

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Donor

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Donor

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Donor

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Donor

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.
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Relationship to School

Donor

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Donor

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Donor

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Donor

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

Donor

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Donor

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Donor

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Donor

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Donor

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Donor

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Donor

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.
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Relationship to School

Donor

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Donor

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Donor

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Donor

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

Donor

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Donor

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Donor

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Donor

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

Donor

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Donor

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.
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Relationship to School

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

Donor

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Donor

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

Donor

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Donor

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Donor

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Donor

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Donor

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
Donor

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No
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Relationship to School

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

Donor

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Donor

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Donor

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

Donor

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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Relationship to School

Current Student

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

Current Student

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

Current Student

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

Current Student

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

Current Student

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

Current Student

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

Current Student

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

Current Student

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

Current Student

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

Current Student

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

Current Student

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

Current Student

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

Current Student

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor
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Relationship to School

Current Student

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

Current Student

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

Current Student

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

Current Student

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

Current Student

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

Current Student

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

Current Student

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

Current Student

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Current Student

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

Current Student

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

Current Student

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

Current Student

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

Current Student

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

Current Student

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor
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Relationship to School

Current Student

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

Current Student

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
Current Student

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

Current Student

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

Current Student

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

Current Student

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

Current Student

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

Current Student

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

Current Student

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

Current Student

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

Current Student

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

Current Student

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

Current Student

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

Current Student

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments
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Relationship to School

Current Student

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

Current Student

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

Current Student

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

Current Student

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

Current Student

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

Current Student

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

Current Student

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

Current Student

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

Current Student

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...

Current Student

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

Current Student

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

Current Student

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

Current Student

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights
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Relationship to School

Current Student

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

Current Student

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

Current Student

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

Current Student

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM

Current Student

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money
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Relationship to School

Current Parent or

Guardian

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Current Parent or

Guardian

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Current Parent or

Guardian

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Current Parent or

Guardian

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
Current Parent or

Guardian

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Current Parent or

Guardian

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY
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Relationship to School

Current Parent or

Guardian

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Current Parent or

Guardian

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Current Parent or

Guardian

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Current Parent or

Guardian

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.
Current Parent or

Guardian

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Current Parent or

Guardian

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Current Parent or

Guardian

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Current Parent or

Guardian

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest
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Relationship to School

Current Parent or

Guardian

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Current Parent or

Guardian

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Current Parent or

Guardian

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Current Parent or

Guardian

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Current Parent or

Guardian

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Current Parent or

Guardian

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Current Parent or

Guardian

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Current Parent or

Guardian

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.
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Relationship to School

Current Parent or

Guardian

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Current Parent or

Guardian

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Current Parent or

Guardian

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Current Parent or

Guardian

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Relationship to School

Current Parent or

Guardian

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

Current Parent or

Guardian

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Relationship to School

Community

Business

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Community

Business

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Community

Business

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Community

Business

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Community

Business

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Community

Business

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Community

Business

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Relationship to School

Alumnus

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Alumnus

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Alumnus

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Alumnus

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Alumnus

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Alumnus

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Alumnus

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Alumnus

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Alumnus

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Alumnus

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Alumnus

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically
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Relationship to School

Alumnus

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Alumnus

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Alumnus

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Alumnus

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Alumnus

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

Alumnus

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Alumnus

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

Alumnus

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Alumnus

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Alumnus

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Alumnus

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.
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Relationship to School

Alumnus

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Alumnus

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Alumnus

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Alumnus

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Alumnus

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Alumnus

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Alumnus

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).
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Relationship to School

Alumnus

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Alumnus

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Alumnus

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

Alumnus

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Alumnus

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Alumnus

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Alumnus

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Alumnus

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Alumnus

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school
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Drive Time to School

0 - 5 minutes

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

0 - 5 minutes

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

0 - 5 minutes

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

0 - 5 minutes

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

0 - 5 minutes

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

0 - 5 minutes

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

0 - 5 minutes

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

0 - 5 minutes

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

0 - 5 minutes

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

0 - 5 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

0 - 5 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Drive Time to School

0 - 5 minutes

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

0 - 5 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

0 - 5 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

0 - 5 minutes

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

0 - 5 minutes

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Drive Time to School

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

11 - 15 minutes

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

11 - 15 minutes

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

11 - 15 minutes

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

11 - 15 minutes

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

11 - 15 minutes

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

11 - 15 minutes

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

11 - 15 minutes

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.
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Drive Time to School

11 - 15 minutes

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

11 - 15 minutes

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

11 - 15 minutes

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

11 - 15 minutes

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

11 - 15 minutes

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

11 - 15 minutes

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

11 - 15 minutes

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

11 - 15 minutes

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.
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Drive Time to School

11 - 15 minutes

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

11 - 15 minutes

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

11 - 15 minutes

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

11 - 15 minutes

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

11 - 15 minutes

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

11 - 15 minutes

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.
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Drive Time to School

11 - 15 minutes

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
11 - 15 minutes

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

11 - 15 minutes

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

11 - 15 minutes

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

11 - 15 minutes

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

11 - 15 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Drive Time to School

16 - 20 minutes

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

16 - 20 minutes

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

16 - 20 minutes

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

16 - 20 minutes

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

16 - 20 minutes

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

16 - 20 minutes

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

16 - 20 minutes

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

16 - 20 minutes

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.
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Drive Time to School

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

16 - 20 minutes

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

16 - 20 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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Drive Time to School

21 - 25 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

21 - 25 minutes

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

21 - 25 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

21 - 25 minutes

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

21 - 25 minutes

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

21 - 25 minutes

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

21 - 25 minutes

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

21 - 25 minutes

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

21 - 25 minutes

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

21 - 25 minutes

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

21 - 25 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

21 - 25 minutes

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

21 - 25 minutes

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

21 - 25 minutes

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful
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Drive Time to School

21 - 25 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

21 - 25 minutes

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

21 - 25 minutes

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

21 - 25 minutes

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

21 - 25 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

21 - 25 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

21 - 25 minutes

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No
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Drive Time to School

26 - 30 minutes

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

26 - 30 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

26 - 30 minutes

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

26 - 30 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

26 - 30 minutes

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

26 - 30 minutes

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

26 - 30 minutes

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

26 - 30 minutes

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

26 - 30 minutes

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

26 - 30 minutes

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class
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Drive Time to School

31 - 45 minutes

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

31 - 45 minutes

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

31 - 45 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

31 - 45 minutes

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

31 - 45 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

31 - 45 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

31 - 45 minutes

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

31 - 45 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff
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Drive Time to School

6 - 10 minutes

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

6 - 10 minutes

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

6 - 10 minutes

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

6 - 10 minutes

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

6 - 10 minutes

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

6 - 10 minutes

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

6 - 10 minutes

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

6 - 10 minutes

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

6 - 10 minutes

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.
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Drive Time to School

6 - 10 minutes

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

6 - 10 minutes

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

6 - 10 minutes

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

6 - 10 minutes

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

6 - 10 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

6 - 10 minutes

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

6 - 10 minutes

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

6 - 10 minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

6 - 10 minutes

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses
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Drive Time to School

6 - 10 minutes

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

6 - 10 minutes

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

6 - 10 minutes

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

6 - 10 minutes

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

6 - 10 minutes

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

6 - 10 minutes

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

6 - 10 minutes

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

6 - 10 minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

6 - 10 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.
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Drive Time to School

6 - 10 minutes

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

6 - 10 minutes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

6 - 10 minutes

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Drive Time to School

More than 45

minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

More than 45

minutes

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

More than 45

minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

More than 45

minutes

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

More than 45

minutes

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

More than 45

minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

More than 45

minutes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

More than 45

minutes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More than 45

minutes

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

More than 45

minutes

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
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Drive Time to School

More than 45

minutes

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time
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Drive Time to School

Out of the area of

the school

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Out of the area of

the school

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Out of the area of

the school

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Out of the area of

the school

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Out of the area of

the school

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Out of the area of

the school

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Out of the area of

the school

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Out of the area of

the school

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Out of the area of

the school

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Out of the area of

the school

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Out of the area of

the school

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.
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Drive Time to School

Out of the area of

the school

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Out of the area of

the school

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Out of the area of

the school

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Out of the area of

the school

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Out of the area of

the school

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Out of the area of

the school

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.
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What grades

Preschool

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure
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What grades

9th

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

9th

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

9th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

9th

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

9th

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

9th

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

9th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

9th

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

9th

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

9th

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

9th

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

9th

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

7th

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

7th

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

7th

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

6th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

6th

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

6th

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

5th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

4th

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

4th

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

4th

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

2nd

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

2nd

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

12th

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

12th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

12th

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

12th

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

12th

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

12th

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

12th

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

12th

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

11th

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

11th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

11th

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
11th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

11th

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

11th

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

11th

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

11th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

11th

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

11th

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

11th

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

11th

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

11th

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

11th

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

11th

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

11th

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

11th

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

11th

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

10th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

10th

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

10th

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

10th

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

10th

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

10th

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

10th

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

What grades

10th

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Child attends

St. Paul’s –

Truman

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Child attends

St. Paul –

Fairmont

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

St. Paul –

Fairmont

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Child attends

St. James –

Northrop

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

St. James –

Northrop

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

St. James –

Northrop

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

St. James –

Northrop

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

St. James –

Northrop

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

St. James –

Northrop

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Generational Cohort

1946 - 1961

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

1946 - 1961

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

1946 - 1961

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

1946 - 1961

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

1946 - 1961

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

1946 - 1961

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

1946 - 1961

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

1946 - 1961

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

1946 - 1961

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

1946 - 1961

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

1946 - 1961

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Generational Cohort

1946 - 1961

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

1946 - 1961

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

1946 - 1961

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Generational Cohort

1962 - 1981

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

1962 - 1981

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

1962 - 1981

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

1962 - 1981

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

1962 - 1981

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

1962 - 1981

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

1962 - 1981

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Generational Cohort

1962 - 1981

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

1962 - 1981

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

1962 - 1981

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

1962 - 1981

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

1962 - 1981

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

1962 - 1981

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Generational Cohort

1962 - 1981

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

1962 - 1981

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

1962 - 1981

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

1962 - 1981

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Race

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Caucasian

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Caucasian

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Caucasian

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Caucasian

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Caucasian

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Caucasian

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Caucasian

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Race

Caucasian

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Caucasian

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Caucasian

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Caucasian

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Caucasian

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Caucasian

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Caucasian

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Caucasian

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Caucasian

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Race

Caucasian

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Caucasian

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Caucasian

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Caucasian

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Caucasian

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Caucasian

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Caucasian

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Caucasian

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Caucasian

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Caucasian

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No
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Race

Caucasian

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Caucasian

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

Caucasian

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

Caucasian

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Race

Other

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Average Grades

D's or less

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Average Grades

Mostly A's

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Mostly A's

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Mostly A's

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Mostly A's

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Mostly A's

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Mostly A's

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Mostly A's

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Mostly A's

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Mostly A's

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Mostly A's

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Mostly A's

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Mostly A's

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Average Grades

Mostly A's

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Mostly A's

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Mostly A's

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Mostly A's

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Mostly A's

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Mostly A's

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Average Grades

Mostly B's

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Mostly B's

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Mostly B's

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Mostly B's

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Mostly B's

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Mostly B's

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Mostly B's

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

Mostly B's

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Mostly B's

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Mostly B's

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Average Grades

Mostly B's

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Mostly B's

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Mostly B's

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Mostly B's

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Mostly B's

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Mostly B's

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Average Grades

Mostly C's

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Mostly C's

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful
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Length of Relationship

1 - 2 years

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

1 - 2 years

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

1 - 2 years

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

1 - 2 years

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

1 - 2 years

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

1 - 2 years

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

1 - 2 years

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

1 - 2 years

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

1 - 2 years

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

1 - 2 years

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
1 - 2 years

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

1 - 2 years

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

1 - 2 years

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments

1 - 2 years

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Length of Relationship

1 - 2 years

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

1 - 2 years

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

1 - 2 years

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

1 - 2 years

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

1 - 2 years

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money
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Length of Relationship

11 - 15 years

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

11 - 15 years

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

11 - 15 years

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

11 - 15 years

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

11 - 15 years

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

11 - 15 years

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

11 - 15 years

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

11 - 15 years

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
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11 - 15 years

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

11 - 15 years

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

11 - 15 years

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

11 - 15 years

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

11 - 15 years

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

11 - 15 years

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

11 - 15 years

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

11 - 15 years

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--
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11 - 15 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

11 - 15 years

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

11 - 15 years

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
11 - 15 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

11 - 15 years

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

11 - 15 years

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

11 - 15 years

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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16 - 20 years

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

16 - 20 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

16 - 20 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

16 - 20 years

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

16 - 20 years

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

16 - 20 years

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

16 - 20 years

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

16 - 20 years

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

16 - 20 years

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

16 - 20 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

16 - 20 years

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

16 - 20 years

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

16 - 20 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

16 - 20 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

16 - 20 years

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).
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16 - 20 years

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

16 - 20 years

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

16 - 20 years

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management
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21 - 25 years

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

21 - 25 years

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

21 - 25 years

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

21 - 25 years

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

21 - 25 years

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

21 - 25 years

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

21 - 25 years

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

21 - 25 years

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

21 - 25 years

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment
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21 - 25 years

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

21 - 25 years

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

21 - 25 years

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

21 - 25 years

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

21 - 25 years

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

21 - 25 years

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

21 - 25 years

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No
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3 - 5 years

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

3 - 5 years

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

3 - 5 years

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

3 - 5 years

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

3 - 5 years

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

3 - 5 years

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

3 - 5 years

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

3 - 5 years

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.
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3 - 5 years

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

3 - 5 years

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

3 - 5 years

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

3 - 5 years

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

3 - 5 years

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

3 - 5 years

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.
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3 - 5 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

3 - 5 years

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

3 - 5 years

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

3 - 5 years

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

3 - 5 years

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

3 - 5 years

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

3 - 5 years

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

3 - 5 years

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

3 - 5 years

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.
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3 - 5 years

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

3 - 5 years

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

3 - 5 years

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

3 - 5 years

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

3 - 5 years

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

3 - 5 years

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

3 - 5 years

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

3 - 5 years

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

3 - 5 years

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

3 - 5 years

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

3 - 5 years

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

3 - 5 years

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena
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3 - 5 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

3 - 5 years

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

3 - 5 years

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

3 - 5 years

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

3 - 5 years

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

3 - 5 years

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...
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3 - 5 years

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

3 - 5 years

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

3 - 5 years

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

3 - 5 years

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

3 - 5 years

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Length of Relationship

3 - 5 years

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

3 - 5 years

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,
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Length of Relationship

6 - 10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

6 - 10 years

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

6 - 10 years

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

6 - 10 years

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

6 - 10 years

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

6 - 10 years

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

6 - 10 years

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

6 - 10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

6 - 10 years

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

6 - 10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

6 - 10 years

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.
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Length of Relationship

6 - 10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

6 - 10 years

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

6 - 10 years

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

6 - 10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

6 - 10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

6 - 10 years

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

6 - 10 years

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

6 - 10 years

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

6 - 10 years

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

6 - 10 years

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

6 - 10 years

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Length of Relationship

Less than a year

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Less than a year

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

Less than a year

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

Less than a year

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

Less than a year

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

Less than a year

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Less than a year

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

Less than a year

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

Less than a year

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

Less than a year

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

Less than a year

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities
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Length of Relationship

Less than a year

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Length of Relationship

More than 25

years

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

More than 25

years

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

More than 25

years

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

More than 25

years

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

More than 25

years

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

More than 25

years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

More than 25

years

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

More than 25

years

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

More than 25

years

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

More than 25

years

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Length of Relationship

More than 25

years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

More than 25

years

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

More than 25

years

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

More than 25

years

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

More than 25

years

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

More than 25

years

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

More than 25

years

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

More than 25

years

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

More than 25

years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

More than 25

years

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.
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Length of Relationship

More than 25

years

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

More than 25

years

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

More than 25

years

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

More than 25

years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

More than 25

years

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

More than 25

years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

More than 25

years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More than 25

years

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More than 25

years

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

More than 25

years

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

More than 25

years

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No
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Length of Relationship

More than 25

years

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

More than 25

years

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.
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Length of Relationship

No relationship

with school at

present

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

No relationship

with school at

present

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

No relationship

with school at

present

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

No relationship

with school at

present

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

No relationship

with school at

present

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

No relationship

with school at

present

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

No relationship

with school at

present

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none
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Length of Relationship

No relationship

with school at

present

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
No relationship

with school at

present

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

No relationship

with school at

present

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

No relationship

with school at

present

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Level of Education

Associate's

Degree

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Associate's

Degree

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Associate's

Degree

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Associate's

Degree

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Associate's

Degree

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Associate's

Degree

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.
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Level of Education

Bachelor's

Degree

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
Bachelor's

Degree

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Bachelor's

Degree

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Bachelor's

Degree

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Bachelor's

Degree

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Bachelor's

Degree

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Bachelor's

Degree

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest
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Level of Education

Bachelor's

Degree

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Bachelor's

Degree

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Bachelor's

Degree

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Bachelor's

Degree

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Bachelor's

Degree

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.
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Level of Education

Doctorate

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Level of Education

High School

Graduate

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

High School

Graduate

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

High School

Graduate

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

High School

Graduate

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

High School

Graduate

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Level of Education

Masters Degree

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Masters Degree

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Masters Degree

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Masters Degree

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Masters Degree

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Level of Education

Some College

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Some College

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Some College

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

Some College

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Some College

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Some College

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some College

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

Some College

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$100,000 to

$149,999

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

$100,000 to

$149,999

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

$100,000 to

$149,999

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

$100,000 to

$149,999

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

$100,000 to

$149,999

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

$100,000 to

$149,999

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

$100,000 to

$149,999

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

$100,000 to

$149,999

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$100,000 to

$149,999

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$150,000 to

$199,999

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

$150,000 to

$199,999

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

$150,000 to

$199,999

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$200,000+

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

$200,000+

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$25,000 to

$34,999

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

$25,000 to

$34,999

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$35,000 to

$49,999

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

$35,000 to

$49,999

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

$35,000 to

$49,999

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$50,000 to

$74,999

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
$50,000 to

$74,999

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

$50,000 to

$74,999

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

$50,000 to

$74,999

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

$50,000 to

$74,999

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.
$50,000 to

$74,999

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

$50,000 to

$74,999

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

$50,000 to

$74,999

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Household Income

$75,000 to

$99,999

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

$75,000 to

$99,999

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

$75,000 to

$99,999

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

$75,000 to

$99,999

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

$75,000 to

$99,999

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

10th Grade

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

10th Grade

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

10th Grade

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

10th Grade

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

10th Grade

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

10th Grade

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

10th Grade

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
10th Grade

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

10th Grade

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

10th Grade

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

10th Grade

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

10th Grade

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments

10th Grade

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

10th Grade

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

10th Grade

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

11th Grade

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

11th Grade

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

11th Grade

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

11th Grade

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

11th Grade

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

11th Grade

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

11th Grade

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

11th Grade

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

11th Grade

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

11th Grade

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

11th Grade

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

11th Grade

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

11th Grade

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

11th Grade

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

11th Grade

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

11th Grade

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

12th Grade

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

12th Grade

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

12th Grade

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

12th Grade

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

12th Grade

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

12th Grade

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

12th Grade

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

12th Grade

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

12th Grade

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

12th Grade

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

12th Grade

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

12th Grade

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

12th Grade

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

12th Grade

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Student Grade

9th Grade

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

9th Grade

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

9th Grade

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

9th Grade

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

9th Grade

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

9th Grade

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

9th Grade

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

9th Grade

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

9th Grade

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

9th Grade

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

9th Grade

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

9th Grade

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

9th Grade

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money

9th Grade

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

1 year

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

1 year

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

1 year

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

1 year

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

1 year

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

1 year

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

1 year

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

10 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

11 years

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

11 years

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

11 years

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

11 years

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

11 years

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

11 years

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

11 years

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

11 years

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

11 years

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

12 years

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

12 years

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

12 years

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

12 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

12 years

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

12 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

12 years

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

12 years

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

12 years

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

12 years

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

12 years

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...

12 years

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

2 years

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

2 years

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

2 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

2 years

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

2 years

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

2 years

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

2 years

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

2 years

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

3 years

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

3 years

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

3 years

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

3 years

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

3 years

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

3 years

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes
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Years Attended

4 years

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

4 years

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

4 years

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

4 years

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

4 years

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

4 years

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Years Attended

More than 12

years

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

More than 12

years

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

More than 12

years

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
More than 12

years

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

More than 12

years

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

More than 12

years

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

More than 12

years

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

More than 12

years

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments
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All children enrolled

No

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

No

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

No

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

No

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

No

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

No

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

No

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

No

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

No

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

No

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

No

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

No

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure
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All children enrolled

No

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

No

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

No

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

No

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

No

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
No

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No
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All children enrolled

No

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

No

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

No children of

school age

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

No children of

school age

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

No children of

school age

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

No children of

school age

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

No children of

school age

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

No children of

school age

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

No children of

school age

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

No children of

school age

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

No children of

school age

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

No children of

school age

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

No children of

school age

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

No children of

school age

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

No children of

school age

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

No children of

school age

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

No children of

school age

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

No children of

school age

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

No children of

school age

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

No children of

school age

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

No children of

school age

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

No children of

school age

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

No children of

school age

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

No children of

school age

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
No children of

school age

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

No children of

school age

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

No children of

school age

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

No children of

school age

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

No children of

school age

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

No children of

school age

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

No children of

school age

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

No children of

school age

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

No children of

school age

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

No children of

school age

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

No children of

school age

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

No children of

school age

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

No children of

school age

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

No children of

school age

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

No children of

school age

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

No children of

school age

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

No children of

school age

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

No children of

school age

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

No children of

school age

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

No children of

school age

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

No children of

school age

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

No children of

school age

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

No children of

school age

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

No children of

school age

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
No children of

school age

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

No children of

school age

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

No children of

school age

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

No children of

school age

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

No children of

school age

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

No children of

school age

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

No children of

school age

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

No children of

school age

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

No children of

school age

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

No children of

school age

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

No children of

school age

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No children of

school age

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

No children of

school age

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

No children of

school age

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No children of

school age

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.
No children of

school age

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class
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All children enrolled

No children of

school age

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

No children of

school age

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

No children of

school age

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

No children of

school age

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

No children of

school age

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

No children of

school age

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

No children of

school age

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.
No children of

school age

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

No children of

school age

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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All children enrolled

Yes

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Yes

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Yes

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Yes

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Yes

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Yes

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Yes

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Yes

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time
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All children enrolled

Yes

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Yes

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Yes

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Yes

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Yes

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Yes

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Yes

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.
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All children enrolled

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Yes

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Reenrolling

N/A

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

N/A

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

N/A

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

N/A

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

N/A

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

N/A

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

N/A

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

N/A

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA
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Reenrolling

N/A

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

N/A

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

N/A

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

N/A

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

N/A

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

N/A

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

N/A

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

N/A

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

N/A

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

N/A

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.
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Reenrolling

N/A

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

N/A

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

N/A

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

N/A

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

N/A

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

N/A

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

N/A

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

N/A

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

N/A

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

N/A

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

N/A

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

N/A

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

N/A

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

N/A

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

N/A

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

N/A

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

N/A

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

N/A

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

N/A

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

N/A

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.
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Reenrolling

N/A

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

N/A

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

N/A

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

N/A

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

N/A

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

N/A

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

N/A

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

N/A

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

N/A

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

N/A

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.
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Reenrolling

N/A

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

N/A

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

N/A

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

N/A

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

N/A

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

N/A

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

N/A

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

N/A

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

N/A

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

N/A

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

N/A

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

N/A

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

N/A

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

N/A

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

N/A

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

N/A

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

N/A

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

N/A

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

N/A

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

N/A

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

N/A

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

N/A

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

N/A

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

N/A

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

N/A

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

N/A

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

N/A

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

N/A

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.
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Reenrolling

N/A

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

N/A

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

N/A

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

N/A

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

N/A

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

N/A

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

N/A

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

N/A

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

N/A

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

N/A

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

N/A

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

N/A

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

N/A

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

N/A

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

N/A

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

N/A

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

N/A

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

N/A

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
N/A

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

N/A

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

N/A

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch
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Reenrolling

N/A

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

N/A

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

N/A

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

N/A

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

N/A

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

N/A

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

N/A

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

N/A

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
N/A

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

N/A

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches
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Reenrolling

N/A

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

N/A

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

N/A

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

N/A

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

N/A

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments

N/A

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

N/A

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

N/A

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

N/A

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

N/A

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

N/A

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

N/A

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

N/A

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

N/A

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.
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Reenrolling

N/A

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

N/A

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

N/A

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

N/A

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

N/A

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

N/A

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

N/A

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

N/A

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Reenrolling

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none

N/A

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

N/A

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

N/A

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

N/A

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

N/A

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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Reenrolling

No

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

No

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

No

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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Reenrolling

Yes

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Yes

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Yes

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Yes

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Yes

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Yes

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Yes

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time
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Reenrolling

Yes

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

Yes

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Yes

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Yes

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Yes

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Yes

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Yes

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure
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Reenrolling

Yes

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Yes

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Yes

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Yes

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Yes

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Yes

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No
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Reenrolling

Yes

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Knew about MLHS

TV Media courses

offered

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

TV Media courses

offered

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

TV Media courses

offered

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

TV Media courses

offered

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

TV Media courses

offered

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

TV Media courses

offered

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

TV Media courses

offered

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.
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Knew about MLHS

TV Media courses

offered

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

TV Media courses

offered

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

TV Media courses

offered

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

TV Media courses

offered

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

TV Media courses

offered

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

TV Media courses

offered

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

TV Media courses

offered

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.
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Knew about MLHS

TV Media courses

offered

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

TV Media courses

offered

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

TV Media courses

offered

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

TV Media courses

offered

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
TV Media courses

offered

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

TV Media courses

offered

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

TV Media courses

offered

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

TV Media courses

offered

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

TV Media courses

offered

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.
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Knew about MLHS

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

TV Media courses

offered

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

TV Media courses

offered

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

TV Media courses

offered

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

TV Media courses

offered

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

TV Media courses

offered

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

TV Media courses

offered

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any
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Knew about MLHS

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

TV Media courses

offered

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
TV Media courses

offered

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

TV Media courses

offered

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

TV Media courses

offered

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

TV Media courses

offered

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
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Knew about MLHS

TV Media courses

offered

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

TV Media courses

offered

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

TV Media courses

offered

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Knew about MLHS

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.
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Knew about MLHS

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a
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Knew about MLHS

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.
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Knew about MLHS

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.
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Knew about MLHS

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No
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Knew about MLHS

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Student / teacher

ratio of 9 to 1

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Strong Christian

character

development

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Strong Christian

character

development

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Strong Christian

character

development

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Strong Christian

character

development

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Strong Christian

character

development

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Strong Christian

character

development

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Strong Christian

character

development

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Strong Christian

character

development

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Strong Christian

character

development

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Strong Christian

character

development

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Strong Christian

character

development

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
Strong Christian

character

development

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Strong Christian

character

development

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Strong Christian

character

development

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Strong Christian

character

development

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Strong Christian

character

development

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Strong Christian

character

development

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Strong Christian

character

development

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Strong Christian

character

development

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Strong Christian

character

development

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Strong Christian

character

development

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Strong Christian

character

development

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

Strong Christian

character

development

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Strong Christian

character

development

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
Strong Christian

character

development

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Strong Christian

character

development

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Strong Christian

character

development

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Strong Christian

character

development

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Strong Christian

character

development

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Strong Christian

character

development

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Strong Christian

character

development

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.
Strong Christian

character

development

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Strong Christian

character

development

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Strong Christian

character

development

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Strong Christian

character

development

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Strong Christian

character

development

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Strong Christian

character

development

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Strong Christian

character

development

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.
Strong Christian

character

development

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Strong Christian

character

development

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Strong Christian

character

development

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Strong Christian

character

development

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Strong Christian

character

development

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Strong Christian

character

development

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Strong Christian

character

development

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Strong Christian

character

development

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Strong Christian

character

development

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Strong Christian

character

development

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

Strong Christian

character

development

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

Strong Christian

character

development

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Strong Christian

character

development

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Strong Christian

character

development

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Strong Christian

character

development

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Strong Christian

character

development

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Strong Christian

character

development

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Strong Christian

character

development

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class
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Knew about MLHS

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Strong Christian

character

development

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Strong Christian

character

development

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

Strong Christian

character

development

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Strong Christian

character

development

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).
Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches
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Knew about MLHS

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Small group Bible

Studies for

students

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.
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Knew about MLHS

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Has a strong fine

arts program,

particularly music

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.
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Knew about MLHS

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

Graduates

consistently score

3 to 5 points higher

on the ACT over

state averages

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Fully accredited

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Fully accredited

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Fully accredited

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Fully accredited

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Fully accredited

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Fully accredited

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Fully accredited

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Fully accredited

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Fully accredited

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Fully accredited

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Fully accredited

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Fully accredited

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Fully accredited

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Fully accredited

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Fully accredited

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Fully accredited

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Fully accredited

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Fully accredited

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Fully accredited

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Fully accredited

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Fully accredited

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Fully accredited

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Fully accredited

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Fully accredited

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Fully accredited

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Fully accredited

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Fully accredited

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Fully accredited

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Fully accredited

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Fully accredited

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Fully accredited

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Fully accredited

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Fully accredited

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Fully accredited

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Fully accredited

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Fully accredited

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Fully accredited

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Fully accredited

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Fully accredited

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Fully accredited

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

Fully accredited

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Fully accredited

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Fully accredited

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

Fully accredited

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Fully accredited

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
Fully accredited

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Fully accredited

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Fully accredited

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Fully accredited

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

Fully accredited

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Fully accredited

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class
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Knew about MLHS

Fully accredited

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Fully accredited

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Fully accredited

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Fully accredited

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Fully accredited

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No
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Knew about MLHS

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

Do not have to be

Lutheran to

attend

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

College prep

curriculum

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

College prep

curriculum

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

College prep

curriculum

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

College prep

curriculum

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

College prep

curriculum

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

College prep

curriculum

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

College prep

curriculum

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

College prep

curriculum

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

College prep

curriculum

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

College prep

curriculum

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

College prep

curriculum

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

College prep

curriculum

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

College prep

curriculum

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

College prep

curriculum

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

College prep

curriculum

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

College prep

curriculum

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
College prep

curriculum

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

College prep

curriculum

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

College prep

curriculum

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

College prep

curriculum

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

College prep

curriculum

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

College prep

curriculum

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

College prep

curriculum

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

College prep

curriculum

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

College prep

curriculum

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
College prep

curriculum

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

College prep

curriculum

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

College prep

curriculum

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

College prep

curriculum

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

College prep

curriculum

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

College prep

curriculum

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

College prep

curriculum

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

College prep

curriculum

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

College prep

curriculum

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

College prep

curriculum

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

College prep

curriculum

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

College prep

curriculum

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

College prep

curriculum

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

College prep

curriculum

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

College prep

curriculum

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

College prep

curriculum

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

College prep

curriculum

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

College prep

curriculum

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

College prep

curriculum

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

College prep

curriculum

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
College prep

curriculum

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

College prep

curriculum

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

College prep

curriculum

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

College prep

curriculum

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class
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Knew about MLHS

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

College prep

curriculum

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

College prep

curriculum

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

College prep

curriculum

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

College prep

curriculum

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches
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Knew about MLHS

About a third of our

students receive

financial aid

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!
“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice
“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches
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Knew about MLHS

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

“College in the

classroom”

program for

college credit

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Quality institution

N/A

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

N/A

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

N/A

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

N/A

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.
N/A

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

N/A

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

N/A

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

N/A

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

N/A

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

N/A

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

N/A

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.
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Quality institution

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

N/A

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

N/A

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

N/A

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

N/A

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

N/A

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

N/A

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

N/A

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

N/A

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

N/A

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.
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Quality institution

N/A

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

N/A

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

N/A

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

N/A

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

N/A

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment

N/A

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

N/A

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

N/A

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

N/A

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

N/A

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now
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Quality institution

N/A

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

N/A

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

N/A

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

N/A

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

N/A

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

N/A

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

N/A

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

N/A

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

N/A

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

N/A

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

N/A

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

N/A

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

N/A

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

N/A

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

N/A

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

N/A

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

N/A

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

N/A

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

N/A

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

N/A

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

N/A

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

N/A

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

N/A

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

N/A

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

N/A

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

N/A

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

N/A

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

N/A

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

N/A

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

N/A

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
N/A

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

N/A

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

N/A

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

N/A

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

N/A

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

N/A

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

N/A

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

N/A

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

N/A

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

N/A

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
N/A

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

N/A

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

N/A

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

N/A

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments

N/A

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

N/A

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

N/A

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

N/A

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

N/A

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

N/A

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

N/A

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

N/A

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

N/A

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

N/A

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

N/A

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

N/A

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

N/A

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

N/A

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

N/A

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights
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Quality institution

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

N/A

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.

N/A

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

N/A

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

N/A

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

N/A

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money

N/A

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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Quality institution

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

Yes

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Yes

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Yes

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Yes

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Yes

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Yes

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Yes

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Yes

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Yes

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Yes

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

Yes

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Yes

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Yes

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Yes

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Yes

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Yes

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Yes

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Yes

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Yes

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Yes

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Yes

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Yes

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically
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Category/ID Refer./Satis. Coached? Reason for Promoter Passive Detractor Suggestions For Improvement

Quality institution

Yes

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Yes

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Yes

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Yes

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school
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Quality institution

Yes

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Yes

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Yes

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Yes

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Yes

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Yes

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Yes

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Yes

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Yes

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Yes

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Yes

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time
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Quality institution

Yes

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Yes

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Yes

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Yes

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Yes

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Yes

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Yes

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Yes

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.
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Quality institution

Yes

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Yes

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Yes

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Yes

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Yes

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made
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Quality institution

Yes

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Yes

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Yes

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Yes

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

Yes

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--
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Quality institution

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

Yes

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

Yes

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Yes

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
Yes

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Yes

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few
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Quality institution

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Yes

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Yes

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Yes

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Yes

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Yes

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Yes

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Yes

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches
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Quality institution

Yes

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Yes

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none
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Christian character vs public

About the same

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

About the same

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

About the same

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

About the same

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

About the same

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

About the same

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

About the same

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

About the same

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

About the same

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

About the same

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

About the same

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Much better

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Much better

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Much better

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Much better

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Much better

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Much better

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Much better

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Much better

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Much better

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Much better

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Much better

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Much better

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

Much better

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Much better

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Much better

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Much better

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

Much better

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Much better

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Much better

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Much better

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

Much better

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Much better

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

Much better

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Much better

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Much better

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Much better

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Much better

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Much better

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Much better

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Much better

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Much better

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons

Much better

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions
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Christian character vs public

Much better

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Much better

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Much better

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

Much better

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Much better

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

Much better

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Much better

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

Much better

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Much better

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

Much better

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Much better

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Much better

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Much better

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

Much better

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.

Much better

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Much better

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Much better

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Much better

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

Much better

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Much better

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

Much better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

Much better

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Much better

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Much better

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

Much better

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Much better

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
Much better

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.
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Christian character vs public

Much better

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

Much better

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Much better

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Much better

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

Much better

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

Much better

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

Much better

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Somewhat better

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Somewhat better

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Somewhat better

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Somewhat better

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

Somewhat better

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Somewhat better

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Somewhat better

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

Somewhat better

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Somewhat better

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

Somewhat better

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Somewhat better

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Somewhat better

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

Somewhat better

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Somewhat better

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Somewhat better

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

Somewhat better

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Somewhat better

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

Somewhat better

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."

Somewhat better

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Somewhat better

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

Somewhat better

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Somewhat better

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

Somewhat better

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Somewhat better

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Somewhat better

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Somewhat better

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Somewhat better

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

Somewhat better

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Somewhat better

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Somewhat better

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Somewhat better

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Somewhat better

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Somewhat better

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Somewhat better

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

Somewhat better

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.

Somewhat better

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Somewhat better

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

Somewhat better

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Somewhat better

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Somewhat better

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat better

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Somewhat better

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none

Somewhat better

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility
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Christian character vs public

Somewhat worse

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

Somewhat worse

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.
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No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time
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No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes
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No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No
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No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites
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No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym
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No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

No

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

No

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none

No

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

No

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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Yes

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

Yes

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

Yes

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

Yes

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

Yes

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

Yes

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

Yes

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

Yes

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

Yes

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

Yes

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

Yes

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

Yes

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

Yes

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

Yes

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Yes

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.
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Yes

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

Yes

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

Yes

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

Yes

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

Yes

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

Yes

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

Yes

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None

Yes

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

Yes

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

Yes

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a
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Yes

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

Yes

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

Yes

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

Yes

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

Yes

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

Yes

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

Yes

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

Yes

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

Yes

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

Yes

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales
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Yes

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.

Yes

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

Yes

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

Yes

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

Yes

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

Yes

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

Yes

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

Yes

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself
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Yes

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.

Yes

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

Yes

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

Yes

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

Yes

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

Yes

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

Yes

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

Yes

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

Yes

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

Yes

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

Yes

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

Yes

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons
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Yes

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

Yes

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

Yes

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

Yes

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

Yes

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

Yes

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

Yes

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

Yes

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

Yes

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

Yes

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

Yes

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment
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Yes

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

Yes

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

Yes

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

Yes

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

Yes

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

Yes

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.

Yes

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

Yes

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

Yes

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

Yes

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.
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Yes

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

Yes

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

Yes

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

Yes

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

Yes

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

Yes

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

Yes

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

Yes

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

Yes

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

Yes

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

Yes

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

Yes

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

Yes

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

Yes

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses
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Yes

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

Yes

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

Yes

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

Yes

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

Yes

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

Yes

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure

Yes

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.
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Yes

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

Yes

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Yes

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

Yes

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

Yes

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

Yes

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

Yes

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

Yes

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

Yes

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
Yes

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

Yes

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

Yes

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch
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Yes

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

Yes

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).

Yes

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

Yes

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

Yes

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

Yes

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

Yes

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

Yes

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.
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Yes

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

Yes

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back

Yes

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

Yes

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

Yes

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

Yes

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
Yes

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

Yes

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

Yes

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

Yes

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

Yes

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments

Yes

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Yes

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time
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Yes

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

Yes

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
Yes

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

Yes

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

Yes

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

Yes

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

Yes

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

Yes

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

Yes

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA

Yes

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

Yes

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

Yes

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

Yes

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

Yes

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.
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Yes

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

Yes

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No

Yes

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

Yes

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

Yes

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

Yes

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

Yes

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

Yes

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights
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Yes

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.

Yes

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.

Yes

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

Yes

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

Yes

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

Yes

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money
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Coached

No

7753387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian teachers and outstanding curriculum Would love to have a parents prayer group

No

7775187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian basis, strong academics, caring staff always room for improvement

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It has excellent education and has better teaching

than most schools

No

7480387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It's a good school with good teachers and a good

lutheran education.
The teachers are good, they nice and helpful.

No

3960187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Our son, David, attended from 1999-2004. He had a

strong Christian foundation to begin with, but the

education he received from Martin Luther only

strengthened his faith. David excelled in college and

had a head start when he attended Martin Luther.

At this time, I cannot think of any improvements.

Academically and socially Martin Luther far

exceeds public schools.

No

6906487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I have seen the difference it has made in my

youngest grandson life. He feels more worth while,

his grades are up. It has given my oldest grandson a

jump start in college.

The school is excellant. I only wish I could

contribute more to it.

No

3248787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Everything that they did for me when I was

attending.

No

4887287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

High quality, Christian education / school and

educators are blessed by God / God is good - all the

time!

No

2568787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

it is a very good christian education the children

receive.
none

No

1576287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education None

No

2918387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

It is a great school with close relationship on each

student.
I really don't have any. It is great the way it is.

No

3047887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I feel a Christian education is very valuable and the

smaller class size is a plus and the students are very

prepared when they head off to college

No

5523987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian atmostpher and quality education. Not as involved at present to answer.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Students get a good quality Christian education.

Do not allow teachers who are not good models

for the students and/or whose lifestyles hinder

children/parents from wanting to come to MLHS to

continue to teach, but help them, if possible, to

overcome their problems.
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Coached

No

2243387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent teachers more parental involvement

No

3566787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

No

7857687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education is of a high importance to my

husband and I.

No

5686587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school has a tremendous reputation. I know the

principal and one of the teachers and have the

utmost respect for them. I feel it is very important

for children to get a christian based education.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education has always been important to

me and having the opportunity for my children to

attend a Lutheran High School within close

proximity to where we live, was a no brainer. God

would provide the funds needed to send our

children and He did just that--the money was always

there when needed.

Keep praying that more parents will see the value

of sending their children to a Christian based

school, when the values that used to be taught all

over are being taken away from our public

schools, thereby undermining the values that

Christ has taught.

No

7600187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No I really enjoy the small classes and teachers I like the school the way it is

No

3405687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The overwhelming results we see in our children

who attended years ago. Also the dedicated staff.

Continue to work towards a total K-12 Lutheran

educational facility.

No

6489687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The school offers excellent one on one with teacher

who care. They provide excellent education. You are

not a number there you are a person.

None

No

3730887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

A great Christian education with one on one

attention from the faculty.

No

3266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great education, good teachers, low student to

teacher ratio, Godly teachings, and still have the

same activities as larger schools.

Nothing currently

No

2527987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I loved my experience there-both academics and

extra-curriculars. Very caring teachers who instilled

values and deep faith in me.

None
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Coached

No

7393887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education and the commitment of the

teachers

I thought it would be nice to have just a little

longer lunch break. Maybe some time for them to

go outside, get a little fresh air, re-energize and

help them focus for the afternoon.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Christian education in religion and religious slant to

all subjects, opportunity to have Christian friends,

ratio of teachers to students

I don't have any.

No

7092287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Students are free to study God’s Word, share their

personal faith story. MLHS equips students for life,

they learn to care for others, learn to demonstrate

integrity, and are free to pray. MLHS creates, in

partnership with family and church, a community of

enthusiastic, confident young people. MLHS also

provides each student with an excellent academic

and Biblical foundation. We are proud to have sent

our children to MLHS.

When my children attended the gym floor needed

work, and the lunch program could have been

healthier.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No small class size christian education

No

4929387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent education with a Lutheran emphasis n/a

No

3265487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The Christian values, the size of the school, the

quality of caring teaching
I would like more of a challenge academically

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No excellent educatiion in a Christian school

No

5478887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Teachers are outstanding and very caring, plus the

college prep is great. Graduates are well educated

and ready for the next step in life both in studies and

christian living.

It is great and therefore have none at this time.

No

3730687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

For all the reasons that MLHS is strong as it

proclaims Christ Crucified through Christian

education

Because of distance and years of living out of

state - we cannot answer adequately this question.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Relationship with staff and teachers is excellent, and

the concern they have for not just grades but

student behavior is also excellent - far above all

other schools we have attended.

Coaching excellence would improve sports

participtoin and attract more quality athletes and

students. Student cell phone registry. Online

textbooks for assignments and other resources for

parents to help students with studies.
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Coached

No

1800587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No christian education values more students going more money

No

1628087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Quality Christian Education at the high school level.

Christian environment. Christian parents and

students. Quality academics. Caring staff.

More financial income from the churches. More

recruitment from the pastors.

No

7516987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Good Teachers small classes

more variety in extracurricular activities other than

sports

No

7503087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education Better graphic arts department.

No

6651087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

The quality of education and the quality of student

that attends are both very high.
More bible, less religion.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Quality education and Christian education NA

No

6925087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Definitely like the small class sizes, small number of

students is also great for sports and playing all the

time. Mostly though, I like the Christian education. In

the school you can express your religion openly and

learn so much you didn't know before through the

religion classes. I also like the tough classes that

challenge you. When you're going through it, it

might seem to be very difficult, but I can tell you now

that my college experience has been a piece of cake

because of attending Martin Luther and going

through their system. It has helped me in so many

ways it's hard to explain them all.

Right now I can't pin any improvements. I had a

great experience there. I mean I know a wooden

gym floor would be great, but I know there's a lot

more to worry about than that. I think the only

thing I disliked was when we had rummage sales

and you had to walk all the way around, because

you're not able to use the middle aisle. That was a

little frustrating if you could find somewhere else

to store the equipment. Oh and maybe a working

pop machine that doesn't eat your coins. HA

No

2625687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No Christian Education

Students more active in helping with rummage

sales

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

No

5079387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Great Christian Community of teachers, families, and

students. They truly care about each student and

work hard to provide a quality education for all.
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Coached

No

7267687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLHS offers an excellent education using a Christ-

centered viewpoint as opposed to the secular world

view that permeates public education. This

perspective comes at a time when teens need it

most.

Bring the level of the visual arts program up to the

level of the music program. Drawing is the key to

ALL art professions, and should be included

EVERY semester, using a variety of media.

Somehow make it easier for the kids to ask

teachers questions outside of class. Some are

never available either before or after school for

assistance.

No

3248987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, closeness with the teachers and

students, Christian education, sports, challenging
I think things are fine the way they are right now.

No

3384387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

MLSH is an excellent option for a christ centered

high school education in the greater south central

Minnesota area. The smaller classes allow for better

student-teacher interaction which will lead to greater

satisfaction and success.

Keep doing great work!

No

4621687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

I had the best experience when I attended MLHS.

The staff was great and the classes were very good

and really prepared me for college. I couldnt have

went to a better high school

The only suggestions that I would have for the

school is that they get a better lunch program for

their students.

No

7333887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Martin Luther's high academic atmosphere built on

the foundation of the Christian Faith clearly

confessed by Lutherans.

Offering some vocational/shop classes by

partnering with area schools.

No

2419787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 10
No

Small classes, caring teachers and staff. Strong

Christian principles.

No

7439187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The fact that this school is Christ-based. It is not

frowned upon if you have chapel or pray and that is

really important to me. Also that you get to develop a

very close relationship with your classmates, as well

as your teachers, which can benefit you grades. And

the fact that they challenge you to do better - in

everything that you do.

More activities within in the classroom in and of

itself

No

3158287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

After attending parochial school for 8 years, it is a

good extension of Christian training for children and

the classes are smaller, for individual help if needed.

I can't think of any right now.
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Coached

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No The School provides a Lutheran education.

No

1559187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

God has provided Christian teachers and staff to

serve his kingdom. I want to see our world rise up

and and follow the Lord's calling. I desire to have

me current 5th grade student grow in his faith

surrounded by Christian influences in a school

setting.

Have staff and/or volunteers greet and welcome all

current students and parents as well as visitors

when they enter the school for all events. With the

exercise room and gymnasium, perhaps open that

up to community use or rent for birthday parties or

community recreation.

No

7159287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Because we can see the benefits from students who

attend MLHS

With no children involved with your school at this

time I don't feel I have the knowledge to answer

this question.

No

3394387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Excellent Christian education

Increase the strength of your visual art program as

you have recently done with your music program.

No

1415487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Christian education, teacher to student ratio, strong

academics, excellent fine arts/music program, small

school teachers leadership skills & time

management skills, etc.

recruitment needs a jump start to increase

enrollment - need to visit area

congregations/parochial schools, try some sort of

home visit - one on one communication -

something new!

No

1100987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian education Ability to meet individual needs

No

5903287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Small classroom size Christian education Caring

staff
None

No

1630587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

Quality education in a Christian environment, where

teachers are able to give students the attention they

deserve.

No

8061087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Focus on Jesus' grace, and academic excellence.

No

8034887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No a very good ed. great teachers diferent girls couch

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Academically Strong - Good Christian Values Communication is KEY

No

4037087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I am a 100% supporter of Christian education. We

have a terrific system and want to see it succeed.

Continue to be visible at functions at member

churches and schools to impress on the children

and parents what we have to offer.

No

6736687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

people making right choices moral values that are

adhered to. strong education standards.

continue to improve and recrute students from all

religons
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Coached

No

7246087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

The Christ-centered education, meaning ALL that is

taught focuses on our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Even subjects that one would consider to have

nothing to do with "religion."

No

1266987575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

I think it's a good Christian school, and they get a

good education.
have no suggestions

No

1605687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christain based education

Don't have children there now so don't know what

to say

No

5238587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No Christian values, small class size none

No

8115287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 9
No

christian education, family like atmosphere, small

class sizes

Improvement is needed in the lunch program. I

would like to see some sort of grant or other

planning on how to have healthier lunches at the

school. I don't feel it is healthy for the kids to eat

fast food 5 days/week. Maybe a catering services

would be beneficial since we don't have a kitchen.

No

7758587575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian school, wonderful academics, great staff,

small classes
I wish we were able to attract more students

No

2690387575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

As a retired Lutheran educator, I see MLHS as a way

to preserve and build upon what has begun early in

the child's life.

As far as I know, everything possible is being

done. Unfortunately, the Lutheran community in

this area - even professional church worker

parents - simply have not embraced the mission

and the opportunity.

No

7189887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian education none

No

1761487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Qaulity of education and the caring staff and Christ

is taught there without reservation

Sorry not aware of any weak spots. I'm sure there

is some place for improvement but I can not help

with that at this time

No

2268087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Good Christian education - it's important that kids

learn about God every day; students don't get lost in

the shuffle at a larger, public school; I believe private

education does a better job that public education.

No suggestions right now

No

1625087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education High academics Increased enrollment
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Coached

No

4221687575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

It seems like the students have such a better

attituded. The ones that I know they seem to be

getting a much better education and higher quality

of religious attituded.

You are trying to do as well as possible with the

funds availabl.It has improved alot since it started.

Continue to keep doing as you can with the funds,

good teachers.

No

5877487575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

MLHS is a faithful Lutheran School, which teaches

both the law and the gospel. The students who

graduate from there go on to be very successful.

Having Christ in the classroom enhances everything.

I feel we need to start seeing recruiters in 5th

grade, as in 6th grade we already start losing some

children to the public school.

No

4886887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

The Christian education is the most important to me.

The academics are above public schools and I like

the small class sizes.

To be more accepting of other religons and a little

more flexible.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Lutheran education and high academic standards none at this time

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Young adults who attend MLHS receive a very good

Christian education that prepares them for their

future. We have two sons who attended MLHS and

we are very happy they did.

Continue to work for increased enrollment and

financial stability.

No

4948287575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Our children have liked attending MLHS and we are

so thankful that we have a Christian high school in

the area.

If it is possible, I feel strongly that our children

should have the option of buying milk at lunch

time. No beverage being served with lunch; is not

cool. These are growing children and they need

their calcium.

No

6906187575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

No

6738787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Christian values openly discussed and shown in the

school

It can be &quot;too Lutheran&quot; in that

&quot;its never been done that way before&quot;

is used to skirt around new ideas. Some of the

discipline rules should be reevaluated to make the

offenders feel like they are forgiven and really

welcomed to the school instead of shunned.

No

5570887575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education and atmosphere

Teachers communicating with parents when they

try to contact them.
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Coached

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No

Solid Christian education Good Academics Help for

students needing help

Hear of problems with sports that 8th graders are

playing instead of ninth and tenth graders. Life

skill classes available for students not going on to

college Hear of foreign exchange students not be

accepted due to lack of experience with sports.

No

7256787575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No We like this Lutheran school.

Make sure kids are held accountable for work and

actions.

No

7092087575

Promoter - 10

Advocate - 8
No Quality of education.

Get the high school into the grade schools more.

Community service. Get the kids out in the

community for things other than sports.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No

Hopeful Law and Gospel are not only taught,but

lived by the students and staff.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Great Academics

Communication needs to be improved between

school and families

No

CONFID

Promoter - 10

Apathetic - 7
No Christ centered education/programs I heard the gym floor doesn't meet standards.

No

7612587575

Promoter - 10

Assassin - 5
No IT is a good school new gym floor and basketball jersys

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Great acidemics Great teachers and leaders christan

school friendly peers christlike values and teachings

fair chances to anyone who wants to do an extra

curricular activities great extracurricular activities

college courses are available

get newer sports equipment (gym) fix up the

acidemic supplies

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Good classes, Christian Environment, Sports New Gym Floor

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No sports academics religion new gym floor

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christan based education Small class size

Opportunity to be involved in many activities

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Our daughter attended and loved it here. With our

society the way it is, it is imperative that we have a

Lutheran school in our area so children have

another option for high school.

It is very important to keep the cost of tuition low

so that many more students can attend.

No

5968487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christ centered education. Smaller classes and more

involvement with student and teachers.

Sometimes favor what your name is and not fair to

all students especially in sports.
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Coached

No

5113387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

I know students who attend or have attended there,

and am pleased with the character qualities of

students, and the Christian teaching and

atmosphere.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

it is a small school with small classes. there is a

close relationship with every student and teachers
the gym floor could be redone

No

4745487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

MLHS was a very good place to attend and I am

quite happy to have gone there. That being said I feel

a bit more education should have focused on newer

technology as it would have been better for the

adjustment to college.

Possibly have the students become more familiar

with educational technology, though this may have

happened already since I graduated.

No

3606087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Teacher Student Ratio.

Continued development of challenging classes for

students.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No High academic standards. Student/teacher ratio Enforce dress codes

No

5715987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

student to teacher ratio and receiving more help that

way...& also Christian based
don't really have any

No

4928987575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Christian teachings. Good music program. Good

Principal.

No

5507387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Christian teachers and quality education

Many things have changed since I was a student it

is hard to say.

No

7524887575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No lost the best basketball coaches... hire Jodi Giestfeild back!

No

7579387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No School needs a better science teacher.

No

7656287575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

The teachers are the most helpful people in the

school. they take time out of their schedule to work

with your needs.

i dont have any.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Seeing the benefit in the lives of our three children

who attended, two of which graduated from MLHS.
None!

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

small classroom sizes, sports, academics, chapel,

choir, friendly atmosphere, close interaction with

teachers/staff

more variety of classes besides your basic math,

science, etc.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No

Good acedemics, openly talk about faith a staff that

cares about your child

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 9
No Solid foundation in the Lutheran faith. Not pertinent to our situation any more.
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Coached

No

7466787575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because MLHS has a great education and a

welcoming atomsphere. I feel accepted and loved

here by everyone!

The homework level is very high. Sometimes with

sports and a job I don't enough time for it all. If the

teachers took in account the sports games and

prom more that would be nice.

No

7446187575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Good College prep school

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No CHRISTIAN education

emphasize Christian attitudes in and out of the

classroom. Have heard of some bullying that

occurs and feel that is something that should be

proactively addressed.

No

7640087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

The teachers,for the most part, try to do the best

they can in teaching thier students in ways that is

bothe educational and enjoyable.

I suggest that this school has more choices as far

as language classes go. Ex. French, Lattin, Chinies

ets. Also that this school eather have a gymnastic,

dance, or chearleading group of some sort.

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

the &quot;family&quot; feel that MLHS is able to

offer, keeps the kids feeling like they belong and are

a part of group that cares about them

dont' allow pushy parents to be able to influence

others into choices that aren't in everyone's best

interest

No

7351487575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christian Education Good academic education

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christ-centered education and activities

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No Christain education

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

Because of the nice, christian enviornment and we

are really close to everyone, including teachers and

staff.

More college level classes

No

4623087575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

high quality Christian education high academic

stanadards

Teacher personalities need positive improvement

in some courses

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No

High educational quality (small classes, high test

scores, etc.). Christian-focused education in all

classes.

Promote the school through professional-style

public relations and advertisements. Increase

interaction with local parochial schools so that

MLHS is a natural stepping stone for high school

education rather then what I believe is the current

mindset for parents - "My child is leaving grade

school, now I must choose MLHS or public

school."
No

7219387575

Promoter - 9

Advocate - 8
No
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Coached

No

8025287575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

Because it's a small Christian school. therefore

teachers can have more time to spend with you if

you have any questions about your school works.

I would like the school to have more activities like

math club, or swimming team or badminton team.

No

6991787575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No out 2 children turned out to be great christian adults

being a christian school all kids should be able to

play sports NOT just the ones the coach thinks will

make them a super team and make the coach look

good! No one likes to sit on bench,but have to

practice

No

CONFID

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No Christian education

Improvements in coaching staff have already been

made

No

7334587575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 7
No

The teachers are very dedicated to teaching at ML.

They are there to help you if you need it. It's small

so you can be involved in many different sports and

activities.

I feel our school caters to the very intelligent

students. There is no home ec, shop, etc. for the

kids that are not going to a 4 yr college. We still

need the carpenters, electricians, hair stylists, etc.

Tests are graded at 70%. There are kids who do

great daily work but do not test well. Those kids

are frustrated but does ML care? Test scores need

to be at no more than 60% to give others a more

fair chance. Get a new floor in the gym, get some

great teachers who want to coach. Maybe get a co-

op with a public school so kids can take some

other classes. We have awesome teachers maybe

public school kids would like to be taught from.

No

5113887575

Promoter - 9

Apathetic - 6
No Christ centered Help for different needs children

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Serve drinks at lunch included with the price of

lunch.
Include drinks at lunch with the price of lunch

No

7669387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

Make sure teachers watch what the students are

doing more closely.
No more improvements right now

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

No

5966187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I understand that it is necessary but I am greatly

turned off by all of the fund raising that has to

happen with private schooling

not sure
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Coached

No

7628287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No drinks at lunch better gym floor

i think all the teachers are doing a really good job

but some things should just be worked with.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No I can't think of anything that would help.

I'm not involved with the school so I don't know of

anything.

No

2862287575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

I think the school is great but may not be best for

everyone. For example, if you know you want to be

an art major in college, you may want to choose a

school that has more art options so you can build

your portfolio. If you don't, you may be behind when

you enter college.

No

7515187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 9
No

No

7461887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve on the technology, facilities like locker

rooms and gym, better lunches.

Improve on technology, locker rooms, gyms,

lunches.

No

7462887575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I would like to see this school having more things to

do that aren't sport related.

No

7443387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Better lunch program, better gym If we had a better gym floor

No

1239787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I think the location is the biggest thing against the

school and there is not much taht can be done about

that.

No

4397587575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Assist with finding more guardian angels, and work

on having less clicks in classes.

I think we need to strongly consider and move

forward with grades 6to 8 at Martin Luther also.

No

6061787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I am very unhappy with the school board right now

concerning the girls' sports program...unchristian

like behavior in my opinion.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improve image with "non-Christians" who perceive

the school as "Holier than everyone else" I don't

feel that way but people I know do and it bothers me

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No
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Coached

No

7607187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Improvments to teaching tactics and a new gym

Some teachers need to be more approachable to

others who need help

Better organized sports division, classes that use

the given books for testing, better teaching tactics

(some teachers are to intimidating for me to

approach and ask questions). And give drinks

with our lunches, it stinks to have to try and

remember to bring your own, or remember money

in the morning.
No

7591787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

listen to parent and students complaints and do the

best to fix the problems
new gym floor

No

7604487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Some of the teachers act like they don't care about

the students
Gym floor

No

7623787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No Drinks at lunch better biology books

better gym floor biology books that follow the

worksheets drinks at lunch

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Not sure if this is already offered as I have not

visited with anyone from your school to ask more

questions, but I would like to see a move towards

classical education. My next concern is that the

religion taught be a sold cross focused, Christ

centered Lutheran curriculum. I'm assuming this is

already the case but would like to know more before

I would send my children to your school.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

being a small school has a few disadvantages not

much can be done to change this.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Healthy lunch program, accommodations made for

students that are not strong academically

No

7353687575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

6282187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Firm discipline for both males and females for

incidences of teen pregnancy. High standards in

dress code. Strong science department (this may

have already improved since I attended).

No

4738387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Using computer software and programs that are

used in work environments (powerpoint, excel, etc.),

rather than the free programs currently used. Also,

some type of access to industrial arts classes.

Too many fundraisers for different activities at the

school being used too close together and selling

overpriced goods (braided bread, etc.).
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Coached

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Knowing faculty better and their academic

preparation. I have a great deal of respect for the

teachers and the role models they are.

Students could be more proactive regarding their

faith-based education. I appreciate their

interaction within the community, and the

exposure they get on local TV.--

No

3166487575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No unsure unsure

No

7445987575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Better lunch program, and also if the teachers were a

little more understanding of the student-athlete part.

It is difficult to have so much homework on game

nights.

The same things i hav esaid before.

No

3400187575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

7890387575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

I wish that MLHS started at grade 7 so that my

daughter would have been able to attend directly

following her elementary experience.

No

3628087575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

More vocational options. Public perception of

school.

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

No

2463787575

Passive - 8

Advocate - 8
No

Connecting with our Children is a book on Bowen

Family System Theory that I am absorbing for my

family and church and school- would encourage

someone on mlhs if interested to explore its

concepts and applications for a Christian school

setting or just a resource for families in your school

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No don't know none

No

7613187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No More lunch time Some swiching of teachers would be nice.

No

6202187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No

I see now that you offer college prep courses. I think

that's great; however since I have been out of the

school several years now, I don't know what they

specifically consist of. When I graduated, I was

grossly unprepared for the chemistry, biology, and

anatomy classes I took for my college degrees.

See previous answer.

No

7541187575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 7
No having a shop calls hire jodi giestfeld back
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Coached

No

CONFID

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No have a better sports program teachers not craby and to help more

No

7433987575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Well lets start with the food, definately need some

improvements in that department. A new gym floor

would be nice, and new jerseys for the guys.

no i said them all in the first box

No

6722587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No

Increase in enrollment, less conservative theology

(more receptive to other points of view)
try to become an area "private" school 7-12

No

7506587575

Passive - 8

Apathetic - 6
No Having shop classes Having a longer lunch

No

5693187575

Passive - 8

Assassin - 0
No

I don't know enough about the school to rate it a 10.

I gave it an 8 because if someone was closer to your

school, I would recommend it. I would do so

because you are a Christian School and you teach

about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

I gave you a 0 because I have no knowledge of

your school as no one I know attends there. I think

what would help the school is if you would get a

bus that would go to the towns that are a ways

away and pick up students from there. I know my

kids would attend then.
No

6257787575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 10
No

Tuition is a concern for our families even though I

understand how much it cost per student.

No

7510487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 9
No Friendlier Teachers Better lunches

No

7458987575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No cheaper, better sports better sports

No

7428487575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Improve the technology. Get a nice gym floor. Better

meal plans.

Improve technology. Better meal plans. Improve

gym and locker rooms.

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No there may be too much iunfluence by a certain few

No

7611387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

Better gym and some teachers teaching from a

different approach than the way they currently are

We could have drinks with our lunch and make

sure that the students all have the proper books

for their assignments

No

3238887575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

No

1767087575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No more enrollment I haven't been there in a long time

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No More student activites outside of school More athletic activites
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Coached

No

7564387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

To make classes more interesting. Have some fun.

Not just write a notes but have a discussion with

students.

Don´t be so strict in some ways as no food, no

drinks.

No

4375687575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No

New faculty,a more thorough "go and visit"

recruiting manner; visit grade schools, meet with

area principals and reach out to a wide area.

Continue to stress college level courses but if we

want more kids to consider MLHS an emphasis

needs to be offered for technical school programs.

A shop class offered or partnered with an area

school that has a shop program would be

beneficial.
No

7258387575

Passive - 7

Advocate - 8
No offer more for the average student make the average student feel successful

No

7742587575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Bigger Enrollment N/A

No

6991187575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Accountability for teachers and coaches. I do not

like to see concerns not addressed in a timely

matter. If things are ignored, they do not go away.

Again, same issues. I rated the school much

higher prior to this year.

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Overall tone of school is not as religious as I would

like. Concerned about the declining enrollment. Cost

to attend is steep. Not sure the cost is really worth it.

Science department (one teacher) is not very

strong. Music is improving in the area of choir -

band is still weak (more issue of lower enrollment

and lack of skills prior to arriving at MLHS. Sports

seem to be overly stressed.

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

6947787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No Staff Better fund management

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

6569887575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No athletic program, increased enrollment, cost

More advertising outside of the Chiristian

churches. I don't know how much advertising is

done outside of this arena

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No higher qualified staff

No

CONFID

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

No

7133787575

Passive - 7

Apathetic - 7
No

Improvements in exposure to technology. More

transparency of MLHS financial status.

No

3409787575

Detractor - 6

Advocate - 8
No NA
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Coached

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No Less homework More advanced technology

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

I think it is a great school. I am glad I had the

privilege to go. It is nice and small and you get lots

of one on one with teachers and classmates. I think

there is some hard things like the expense of tuition,

due to no government funding. They ask a lot from

parents who send their kids there. Which is great to

a certain extent, just might be over used. Wish the

school could offer a few more option like when I was

in school there. They had no home economic class

or shop class for kids to have a chance to learn

those type things.

No

6998787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 7
No

Small student count makes it hard to meet many

people. But good for class sizes, so good and bad.
Home Economics class

No

1484487575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No Everything is fine I believe

No

7645787575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Explain the assignments better or use different

words to explain it.

Have the teachers expain the hard things in a

differnet way so people that are having problems

understand.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

9/1 student-teacher ratio is great for the student but

not economically viable for the continued operation

of the school.

More students and/or fewer teachers.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

No

7482687575

Detractor - 6

Apathetic - 6
No

Be not so strictly conservative Missouri Synod

based
no

No

7619487575

Detractor - 6

Assassin - 5
No better science curriculum. have ALL teachers be friendly and approachable.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No New gym floor Bigger lunches

No

7495187575

Detractor - 5

Advocate - 8
No Offer a different variety of classes Help people that are falling behind in classes

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 7
No

Evaluate teachers and improve their teaching

materials.

No

1287787575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No
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Coached

No

7497287575

Detractor - 5

Apathetic - 6
No More Helpful, not really

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No BETTER GYM bigger school Better gym

No

1743987575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No Non Luthern unknow I am non Luther, unknown

No

4444787575

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

The office personnel would show appreciation and a

friendlier attitude.

Instill more respect for others and responsiblity

upon the students. The students need to be made

aware of their resposibility for themselves. They

are becoming adults and will be made accountable

for their actions.

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No umm... umm...

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 5
No

No

CONFID

Detractor - 5

Assassin - 3
No

Listen to the students- take their requests serious,

be there for them, support them whenever possible,

love one another as your brother or sister in Christ

Academics are important. When it comes to decide

between a human or academics, always decide for

the person, though. People are so much more

important then their achievements. It's THEM who

their true value is in, not in how great they do in

school. Jesus loves us no matter how well we are

doing in class, because we are His children and it's

WE as persons who matter to Him as His beloved

children ! Be there for all students and listen

closely to what they have to say.
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Coached

No

1600587575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 5
No

It is difficult having strong religious/political beliefs

that aren't aligned with Missouri Synod and having

the kids hear in religion class on a regular basis that

we are wrong and that anyone not in line with the

Missouri Synod beliefs are basically going to Hell.

There also seems to be a fair amount of hate speech

against other religions i.e. Islam etc. Another issue

is the hypocrisy of touting the school as this

incredible Christian place of higher moral standards

and at the same time allowing an assistant coach to

treat kids terribly, and allowing another coach to be

at school intoxicated while making a student sit

detention for swearing. My son that graduated is

still amazed at the double standard at the school. I

would also comment on the seeming lack of action

taken to address parental concerns. It was a full

year before anything was done about the coaching

situation and in

Strengthen the science department.

No

7441687575

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 4
No Cheaper cost for our school

No

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 3
No

No

CONFID

Detractor - 3

Assassin - 2
No More educational opportunities more educatiopnal opportunities

No

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Apathetic - 7
No Nothing, have a good experience none

No

7676887575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

longer lunches, a recess/nap time, more

explanations on assignments

more extra-curricular activities, better gym,

homework more spread out, not a whole ton on a

few nights

No

4575187575

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 3
No

WORK MORE WITH STUDENTS THAT NEED THE

HELP....EXTRA CREDIT AFTER SCHOOL ETC.
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Coached

No

CONFID

Detractor - 2

Assassin - 2
No

more class selection; hold two teachers more

accountable at the academic level; quit waiting so

long to "make a move" to remedy situations (seems

like you'd rather sweep it under the rug than put

effort towards fixing; give students who are

producing the great grades some sort of tuition

break

better gym floor; use a bus for all away games;

quit hiding the fact that there is a science teacher

that is lacking classroom responsibility

No

5851487575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 5
No

There is way to many people trying to do things

there way and drama

There needs to be one leader and not many and

take control of situations. The same needs to

apply to all children.

No

7429687575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 3
No

Give more help to students who need it. Get better

sports program. Give more classes as an opption.

Cut slack on the students that aren't cut out for 4

year colleges and that are planning on taking over

the family farm. We are a farming community so the

teachers need to realize most of us are going to farm

as an occupasion.

Better teaching methods, this isn't college yet. And

lower grading standards.

No

7730787575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 2
No

less strict. Better sports programs. More people.

More free time. More options.
new gym. better sports program. less strict

No

7609087575

Detractor - 1

Assassin - 1
No have better sports and easyer schooling better gym, more classes ,

No

7676987575

Detractor - 0

Advocate - 9
No give me money money

No

CONFID

Detractor - 0

Assassin - 4
No BETTER GYM Better GYM
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